D’HANIS DRY PRESS BRICK & BEVEL BRICK PAVERS

DRY PRESS BRICK & BEVEL BRICK PAVERS

D’Hanis Dry Press Brick has a unique soft texture which weathers beautifully with time and is ideal for whitewashing. This product has the look of brick manufactured decades ago, and is ideal for matching old homes and buildings.

D’Hanis Dry Press Brick is one of the most versatile products available. Being a solid pressed brick, it can be used as either a paver or a face brick. This product has been used for years on projects ranging from small, do-it-yourself walkways to large commercial and institutional applications.

D’Hanis Dry Press Brick meets or exceeds ASTM C-216, Grade MW, Type FBS and ASTM C-902, Class MX, Application PS.

BRICK PAVERS

Real D’ Hanis Clay Brick Pavers creates an upscale and stately look, even in new construction. Brick Pavers shed oil and dust, do not fade or discolor and cost no more than concrete. A real clay brick driveway or walkway can add value to your home and expand your outdoor living areas.

Dry set D’Hanis Brick Pavers permit water to penetrate to the surface and are ecologically beneficial to trees and other surrounding vegetation. Dry set pavers also permit underground repairs where pavers can be easily removed, then replaced.

D’Hanis Brick Pavers meet or exceed ASTM C-902, Class MX, Application PS

TURF PAVER

D’Hanis has developed an innovative specialty paver for parking lots, fire lanes, and driveways. The Turf Pavers are 8” x 8” x 4” and 8” x 8” x 5” with five 2” octagonal holes for soil placement. This design was created for dry climates and to resist the penetration of radial tires. The holes are large enough for grass to grow, deep enough so grass and roots are protected, and provides a medium for water retention. These pavers are approximately 50% pervious.

* Stock Colors

Visit our brick selection center or D’Hanis web site at www.dhanisbricktile.com for additional color selections and specifications.